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INTRODUCTION & PURPOSE This document provides a detailed explanation of the official 
AEHSA Executive Committee official Policies & Regulations. Included is a list of resources 
which may serve the interest of either some, or all, of the Executive members, subject to what 
their specific role, responsibilities, and duties may be within the Committee. The purpose of this 
document is to clearly communicate to all Executive members what is expected of them during 
their appointed term(s), beyond the scope of the official AEHSA Constitution. The following 
policies were created in order to ensure that Executive members do not: (i) abuse the privileges 
afforded to them as Executive members, nor (ii) poorly conduct themselves in the professional 
setting. In addition to this, the policies exist to also ensure that Executive members: (i) are aware 
of appropriate courses of action and (ii) the resources available to them, in the event that either 
personal circumstances or conflicts do impact their ability to confidently and safely fulfill their 
duties within the Executive Committee. All Executive members should fulfill their duties with 
honesty, integrity and respect towards all individuals involved or concerned. 
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ANTI-BULLYING, CYBER-BULLYING, 
PHYSICAL, AND SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
POLICY 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Policy The Executive Committee does not tolerate any form of bullying, cyber-bullying, physical 
and/or sexual harassment. Every Executive member, upon signing their Executive contract and 
beginning their official term, will oblige by this policy. Disciplinary action for harassment will 
depend on the severity of the offence. This harassment policy applies to all Executive members 
and any individual(s) whom members may meet or communicate with concerning official 
AEHSA business.  

Policy Purpose Our anti-harassment policy expresses our commitment to maintain a workplace 
that is free of harassment. It is important that all Executive members can feel safe in their work 
environments.  

Definitions  

● Bullying: The use of force, coercion, threat, or abuse in order to dominate, intimidate, or 
harm another individual.  

● Cyber Bullying: The use of force, coercion, threat, or abuse in order to dominate,               
intimidate, or harm another individual through Internet websites, social media applications,           
text messages, and emails.  

● Harassment: Aggressive pressure or intimidation.  

● Physical Harassment: Unwelcome physical advances.  

● Sexual harassment: Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favours, and other 
verbal or physical harassment of a sexual nature.  

Some examples of bullying and harassment include:  

● Sabotaging an Executive member’s work on purpose.  

● Engaging in frequent or unwanted advances of any nature.  

● Commenting derogatorily on an Executive member’s ethnic heritage or religious beliefs.  

● Starting or spreading rumors about an Executive member’s personal life.  
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● Ridiculing an Executive member in front of others.  

● Isolating or demanding an Executive member to perform tasks unrelated to their job 
without their consent, e.g. bringing coffee against their will.  

 
How to address harassment If you feel that you are, or may have been, harassed by any 
Executive member, or individual(s) whom the AEHSA conducts business with related to the 
Association, you can choose to speak to any of the following people in order to address your 
concern:  

● AEHSA President  

● AEHSA Vice-President of University Affairs  

● Director of the History Department  

If you suspect that an offender does not realize that they are guilty of harassment, you could                 
speak to them directly to resolve the issue. This approach is appropriate for cases of minor                
harassment (e.g: inappropriate jokes between Executive members). If you feel uncomfortable           
with this approach, you can address your concern(s) with any of the individuals suggested above.  

Disciplinary Consequences Punishment for harassment will be determined by the President and 
if necessary, the Vice-President of University Affairs. Depending on its severity, disciplinary 
consequences can include:  

● Issuing a formal, written apology to the victim(s) of harassment.  

● Suspension of office hours and mandate of role for a period of time determined by the                 
President. Office keys must be returned to the President during a suspension. Visiting the              
office during another member’s office hours will also not be tolerated.  

● Termination of mandate of role. Office keys must be returned to the President, along with                
the usernames/passwords of the email account and any social media account that may have              
been used by the former Executive member to carry out Association duties, within 1-3              
business days of official termination.  

● In extreme situations where it is believed that there may be one or more victim(s) of the                  
offender, the Director of the History Department may be relayed the necessary information             
by the President. Further consequences may be subject to the discretion of the appropriate              
University of Ottawa officials.  
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PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH POLICY 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Policy All Executive members are encouraged to exercise a certain degree of transparency, by 
their own discretion, with the President regarding their own, or another member’s, physical 
and/or mental health, only if the concerned individual(s) is/are experiencing challenges which 
can impede, or are impeding, their commitment and performance in the Executive committee.  

Policy Purpose Joining the History Student Association Executive Committee is a commitment 
with the potential to produce a rewarding volunteer experience. However, taking care of your 
physical and mental health is also an important commitment which should not be placed in any 
harm or danger by your commitment to the Association. The purpose of communicating any 
physical and/or mental health related challenges would be to allow the President to consider what 
should be the appropriate course of action to take forward.  

Definitions  

● Physical health challenges: Challenges to an individual’s condition with regard to 
physical well-being.  

● Mental health challenges: Challenges to an individual’s condition with regard to 
psychological and emotional well-being.  

Some examples of physical and mental health challenges 
include  

● Concussions  

● Sprained, dislocated, or broken limbs  

● The diagnosis of any disease or health issue that may require short or long term hospital 
care  

● Depression  

● Anxiety  

● Suicidal thoughts  

How to address physical and/or mental health 
challenges  

● Submit an email to the President either: (i) formally explaining any health related concerns,               
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or (ii) requesting to schedule a meeting in order to discuss any health related concerns.  

● Having a meeting with the President to discuss any health related concerns. 

 
If Executive members do not feel comfortable speaking directly to the President regarding any              
physical or mental health challenges that they may be experiencing, they may allow one other               
Executive member, family member, friend, classmate, or colleague whom they trust, to speak on              
their behalf in an appropriate meeting.  

If an Executive member is concerned about the physical or mental health of another Executive               
member, insofar as the health of the concerned member is impacting their own performance or               
ability to meet all their responsibilities in the Executive committee, that Executive member may              
anonymously communicate the concern to the President by email. The President may afterwards             
arrange a meeting with the Executive member in concern in order to discuss if they are                
experiencing any personal challenges that may be impacting their Executive responsibilities, and            
proceed with any appropriate measures.  

Course(s) of Action  

(i) Allow the concerned Executive member(s) to take an official break from their             
Executive duties. An official break is a period of time whereby an Executive member is given an                 
appropriate amount of time to concentrate on their health. Prior to an official break beginning,               
office keys must be returned to the President. Moreover, the use and handle of any AEHSA                
email or social media accounts must temporarily cease. Executive members who take official             
breaks are still welcome to attend: (i) another member’s office hours, (ii) Executive committee              
meetings, and (iii) Association events. The purpose of the official break is to relieve Executive               
members of the possible stress of their Executive responsibilities while they concentrate on their              
health. Depending on the severity of their health circumstances, official breaks can last anywhere              
from 1-30 calendar days. Once breaks are completed, a meeting will be arranged between the               
Executive member in concern, or a representative, and the President, in order to discuss their               
transition into Association responsibilities, or if their long term commitment to the Association             
will need to be further reviewed.  

(ii) Delegating or assigning the task(s) of the concerned Executive member(s) to another             
Executive member that has volunteered to support the responsibilities or assume the            
responsibilities of the concerned Executive member(s). This will ensure that the tasks continue to              
be completed in a timely manner and will not impact the other work of the Executive committee.                 
The delegation and assignment of any task(s) must be properly communicated and agreed upon              
by: both Executive members and the President.  
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(iii) Review the list of additional Available Resources and consider using one or more of               
them. These resources are also available to all University of Ottawa students. They were              
developed in order for students to properly address any physical or mental health challenges              
which they may be experiencing during their studies.  

 

 

COMMUNICATION POLICY 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Policy All Executive members must respect the communication standards of the 
committee.  

Policy Purpose This policy will ensure that communication is made in a timely and efficient 
manner across the Executive committee. It is imperative that Executive members are made aware 
of Executive committee business that pertains to them with as much transparency as possible. 
This will permit each Executive member to confidently and successfully carry out their duties 
and tasks in a professional manner.  

Definitions  
● Communication: The exchange of information and news through the appropriate 
mediums.  

● Significant information: Information which concerns major short or long term projects in             
the Association. This may include: official financial agreements/contracts, official social          
agreements/contracts, monthly newsletter outlines, students questions or concerns regarding         
the Executive committee, or the Association.  

Communication standards  

● Responding to Executive messages with other members regarding official Association           
business within 24 hours. This is mandatory on the Slack platform, in addition for Executive               
email accounts. It is strongly encouraged on the Facebook messenger platform, if an             
Executive committee chooses to create a Messenger group.  

● Contacting the President to make them aware of significant information before it is shared               
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officially with other Executive members. While we are all responsible for our own tasks as               
Executive members, some degree of approval/confirmation must be given by the President            
that what we have produced is okay for either (i) publication, or (ii) moving forward in the                 
planning procedure of strictly major short term or long term projects.  

● Respecting the deadlines set forth by the President and other Executive members.  

Examples of good communication  

● Responding to all Executive messages within 24 hours.  

● Communicating to an Executive member(s), with whom a meeting is arranged with, about 
early or last minute cancellations, as soon as possible.  

● Allowing each Executive member to speak without interruption or distractions during 
official meetings. 
● Providing positive feedback and suggestions to other Executive members.  

● Respecting deadlines.  

Examples of poor communication  

● Not responding in a timely manner to all Executive messages, or simply ignoring them 
after 24 hours has passed, without justification.  

● Repeatedly sharing negative and toxic feedback with other Executive members.  

● Ignoring or neglecting deadlines.  

Absenteeism and Tardiness Executive members should respect their schedules and those of 
other members, as it pertains to the Executive Committee. We can make exceptions for occasions 
that prevent members from completing tasks in the timeliest fashion. However, we expect 
Executive members to be punctual for meetings and completing tasks. 
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OFFICE POLICY 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Policy All Executive members must adhere to the agreed upon rules for conduct and behaviour 
within the office, DMS 2155.  

Policy Purpose The purpose of this policy is ensure that Executive members who are present in 
the office, especially during their mandated times (i.e. office hours), are respectful of the space 
and of the people who share the space with them. Official and non-official use of the office is a 
privilege that should not be abused.  

Definitions Official Meeting: An official meeting is a smaller meeting that is arranged and 
agreed upon by two or more Executive members, and any other individuals (e.g. representatives 
of other member associations, professors, etc.) Executive Meeting: An Executive meeting is a 
larger meeting that is arranged and agreed upon by the entire Executive committee.  

Office Rules 1) All Executive members should respect their colleagues, professors, students, and 
any other visitors to the office. Any form of discriminatory behavior, harassment or victimization 
based on the following will not be tolerated:  

Age Sex / Gender / Personal 
Pronouns Linguistic Preference 
Sexual Orientation Ethnicity / 

Nationality Religion 
Disability(ies) Medical history  

a) All Executive members must show integrity and professionalism in the office.  

b) As a designated Safe Space, all Executive members must be mindful that the office must 
be a welcoming, supportive, and safe environment for all students. 

2) All Executive members must not accept bribery gifts from University of Ottawa students, 
professors, or administrative officials, especially in return for financial compensation or favours 
from the AEHSA. This also extends to external parties not affiliated with the University of 
Ottawa.  

3) All Executive members must participate in the collaborative effort of workplace cleanliness.  
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a) At the beginning of each new semester term or month, the President or Vice-President of                
Internal Affairs must assign one cleaning task to four Executive members. Cleaning tasks             
should be rotated among the Executive committee to ensure that all members participate             
throughout the academic year. Tasks include:  

Sweeping the floor Cleaning 
counter surfaces Taking out the 
garbage/recycling Cleaning the 

microwave  

b) As a general rule, all Executive members must immediately clean their own food or drink 
messes in the office. 

4) All Executive members must respect the communicated food/airbourne related allergies of 
other Executive members.  

a) At the beginning of each new semester term, the Vice-President of Internal Affairs must               
ensure that there is a visible and updated list of any Executive members’ food and/or               
airbourne related allergies. 

5) All Executive members must be respectful of Official and Executive meetings that take place               
in the office.  

a) All Official and Executive meetings that take place in the office (time and date) must be                 
properly agreed upon by all the individuals attending said meeting(s) either before or within              
24 hours of the meeting date. Agreement of the meeting must be communicated on either:               
Slack, email, or an alternative platform. 

b) If personal emergencies arise for any or all of the agreed upon individuals which affect                
their ability to attend the meeting either at all or on a timely manner, those emergencies must                 
be communicated to the other concerned individuals within 24 hours of the meeting date or               
as soon as possible. If early or late cancellations are found necessary by either one or all of                  
the participating individuals, the cancellation must be agreed upon within 24 hours or as soon               
as possible on any of the communication platforms suggested above in point 5a. 

c) Neglecting to arrive at an Official or Executive meeting, without any prior excused or               
accepted absence, will not be tolerated. If such behaviour does occur, a written apology for               
the absence must be submitted to the affected Executive member(s) within 1-2 business days.              
If the written apology is not submitted, and if an Executive member continues to neglect               
official or planned meetings, a meeting must be arranged between the President and that              
Executive member in order to discuss further consequences. Further consequences may           
include, but are not limited to, use of the office or a suspension.  
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d) Up to three Executive meetings may be missed per semester with proper justification              
submitted to and agreed upon by the President. Any additional absences may result in further               
consequences per the discretion of the President.  

i) In the event that an Executive member cannot attend all of the Executive meetings               
for the semester, either due to professional work obligations or home           
residence/commuting conflicts, they must share this with the President as soon as            
possible in order for an honourable and alternative arrangement to be made.  

e) In the rare event that Executive meetings cannot take place in the office, these rules still                 
apply. In other words, these rules still apply if Executive meetings must take place through               
video-chat or in a location that is not DMS 2155.  

 

 

Executive Committee Members’ Contract Policy 

_____________________________________________________________________________  

Policy Executive member contracts must be drafted by the President for all new and confirmed 
Executive members upon joining the Executive committee. These contracts must be signed in a 
meeting between the President and any new or confirmed Executive members. Executive 
member’s official duties or service will officially begin after the contract is signed, at a start date 
determined by the President. *Executive members who are elected to positions through the 
election process begin their terms on May 1st. For these members, the President must arrange for 
the contracts to be drafted and signed at an appropriate date before the first day of the Fall 
semester, or before the first Executive meeting of the Summer.  

Policy Purpose The purpose of this policy and these contracts is to ensure, as a formality, that 
all Executive members are fully aware of their responsibilities, expectations, and the resources 
available to them as members of the AEHSA Executive committee. By signing a contract, every 
Executive member therefore expresses to the President that they will not only oblige by the 
policies described in this document, but also those listed in the AEHSA Constitution. Moreover, 
by signing a contract, Executive members will therefore express that they understand the 
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demands or responsibilities of their specific role within the committee, in addition to honourably 
serving students.  

Contract Elements  

1. The official AÉHSA logo as the letterhead, the date the contract was written, and the 
address of the AÉHSA Office.  

2. The starting and end date of the Executive member’s service to the Association for the 
academic year or semester (depending on when the new Executive Member joined the 
Executive Committee).  

3. A congratulatory or welcome statement by the President. 

4. A paragraph detailing the general responsibilities of the new Executive member’s role.  

5. A paragraph which summarizes the mission of the AÉHSA, as well as the existence of all 
the AEHSA Constitution and Policies.  

6. A paragraph which lists any additional University of Ottawa, Faculty of Arts, SAFA, or 
AÉHSA resources that may be needed for the new Executive member in order for them to 
fulfill their responsibilities.  

7. A line which states: “[new Executive member’s name] has read and agrees to all the 
communicated AÉHSA documents (Constitution and Policies).” 

8. A line which states: “In the rare or unfortunate event that [new Executive member’s name] 
chooses to resign from the Executive committee, they will communicate the intent for 
resignation to the President by email, in order for them to review the situation in an 
appropriate meeting. Afterwards, if a resignation is considered necessary, the Executive 
member will submit an official resignation letter to the President and the Executive 
committee, either immediately or within 1-3 business days.”  

9. A concluding statement by the President, followed by their printed name and signature.  

10. A line for: the printed name and signature of the President, along with a line with the 
printed name and signature of the new Executive member. 
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Additional Resources 
_____________________________________________________________________________  

Physical Health 
https://www.uottawa.ca/health
/  

Mental Health 
https://www.uottawa.ca/wellne
ss/  

Students Association of the Faculty of Arts 
https://www.artsuottawa.ca/  

University of Ottawa Students’ Union 
https://www.seuo-uosu.com/  


